Introduction
The evolutionary theory of ageing is generally portrayed as rejecting the notion that ageing has an adaptive basis, i.e. that an age-related decline in survivorship and viability (including reproductive capacity) is favoured by natural selection. Nevertheless, the idea of 'programmed' ageing, with its implicit (or occasionally explicit) reliance on an adaptive role, reappears regularly and is commonly expressed by newcomers to the field. The reasons commonly suggested for ageing to be adaptive are: it avoids over-population; it eliminates post-reproductive individuals who would otherwise compete for resources with their younger kin; it facilitates ongoing evolutionary adaptation by promoting succession of generations; and it fits the purported existence of genes 'for ageing'. The evolutionary logic that establishes that these arguments are, in most cases, fallacious needs to be more widely understood, especially at a time when the discovery of genetic pathways that affect longevity is proceeding apace. At the same time, it needs to be recognised that evolutionary analysis does not, in fact, preclude the possibility that in special circumstances there may be tightly controlled aspects of ageing. Understanding the ways in which natural selection acts on the determinants of longevity is likely to be important in guiding further discoveries that might contribute to efforts to maximise health and wellbeing at later ages.
Discussion about whether or not ageing is programmed can be found repeatedly in the literature (e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] ). What is distinctive about many of these discussions is the need for terminological clarity. In the Austad-Bredesen exchange [2] [3] [4] , both authors paid much attention to how they understood the word 'programme' and why this mattered. The adversarial nature of the exchange meant, however, that by its end it was still not clear that there was agreement about the exact meaning of 'programme'. Other reports imply that ageing is under genetic control through repeated use of the term 'regulate' in defining how any one of the hundreds of identified longevity mutants mediates increased life span in model organisms.
In this review, we will start from a position articulated previously by Kirkwood and Cremer [8] : ''An adaptive theory of ageing is one in which the process of senescence is regarded as conferring by itself a selective advantage on the genotype which produces it. Thus, an adaptive theory must suggest a reason why, other things being equal, an organism which ages is fitter in a neo-Darwinian sense than one which does not. Conversely, a non-adaptive theory takes the opposite view, that senescence is itself detrimental to fitness, or at best selectively neutral. Non-adaptive theories therefore have to explain the evolution of ageing indirectly. We choose to restrict the term 'programmed ageing' to processes which are programmed in the same strict sense as development, namely a specific sequence of events occurring under direct genetic control. Programmed ageing is thus most appropriately considered in the context of the adaptive theories which suggest positive selection for a controlled termination of life. If ageing is assumed to have evolved in a non-adaptive way, there seems no reason to suppose that such a well-defined programme would exist. This is not to say, however, that non-adaptive ageing would not be genetically determined. In fact, it is obvious from interspecies comparisons and from studies on inbred strains of laboratory animals that duration of life is dependent on genotype. Thus, the issue that distinguishes programmed from non-programmed ageing is not whether the factors that determine longevity are specified within the genome, but rather, how this is arranged.'' Ultimately, the importance of clarifying the extent to which ageing is, or is not, programmed is that the mechanisms contributing to senescence are complex and play out through multiple interactions that develop over time. As Dobzhansky [9] declared: ''nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution.'' We assert that, wherever it occurs, failure to recognise why and how the forces of natural selection have contributed to ageing, as we now see it in its impressive diversity, will prove to be an obstacle to making proper sense of the data that are now accumulating.
General Arguments against Programmed Ageing
The anomalous nature of ageing as a putative adaptation is that it is bad for the individual in which the process is exhibited. An animal that grows to maturity and thereafter reproduces indefinitely has, other things being equal, a greater Darwinian fitness than one that grows to maturity and then survives and reproduces for only a fixed period of time. The first attempt to explain the evolution of ageing was by Weismann [10] , who took a contrary view, however, and set the interests of the individual below those of the species: ''In regulating the duration of life, the advantage to the species, and not to the individual is alone of any importance . It is of no importance to the species whether the individual lives longer or shorter, but it is of importance that the individual should be enabled to do its work towards the maintenance of the species. This work is reproduction, or the formation of a sufficient number of new individuals to compensate the species for those which die. As soon as the individual has performed its share in this work of compensation, it ceases to be of any value to the species, it has fulfilled its duty and it may die'' (p.10 in [10] ).
Because there are still many who find Weismann's thesis to be at first sight appealing, it will be helpful to spell out the several arguments against the general adaptive view. Firstly, it is now generally accepted that natural selection acts primarily at the level of the individual, rather than at the level of the species or group. This is not to say that there are no circumstances in which group-level selection can be important [11] . Selection at the group level is, for example, effective in cases where a population is divided into geographically distinct sub-populations and where possession of a particular trait has an important effect on group extinction or survival, which can even override contrary effects at the level of the individual. We shall see below that there are grounds to suppose that this could perhaps sometimes be relevant for ageing. However, in the absence of these special circumstances, an individual that has a longer expected period of survival and reproduction will thereby have a greater expected number of offspring. Thus, if a genetic programme existed solely to cause ageing, any mutation that inactivated such a programme would confer a selection advantage and the genes responsible would become extinct.
A second argument against adaptive ageing is based empirically on the low abundance of visibly senescent animals in the wild. If ageing truly served as a general mechanism for population control, there should be ample opportunity to see this mechanism in action, i.e. senescence should be an obvious and widespread killer. The fact that senescence-associated increases in age-related mortality are far from ubiquitous, and that, even where they are observed [12, 13] , they contribute only to a relatively small fraction of deaths within the population, seriously undermines the argument. For many smaller animals senescence is seen only in populations that are protected from the heavy pressure of extrinsic mortality. (Apparent exceptions are seen in certain species, such as Pacific salmon, where the life history offers only one chance of reproduction -the 'semelparous' life history. For a semelparous organism, death tends to follow reproduction quite rapidly, resulting in widespread death in the wild, but as we shall see below this phenomenon has a special basis, different from other patterns of ageing.) A putative population-control mechanism that does not in fact impose significant mortality is not a strong candidate to explain a phenomenon as general as ageing, especially when such control rests on a group-selection argument, which itself lacks generality. Indeed, the above two arguments against adaptive ageing are complementary in the sense that, if the particular circumstances in one population weaken one of arguments, they strengthen the other argument. For example, if evident senescence is apparent, then the individual-level selection disadvantage due to ageing, which would need to be countered by grouplevel selection for ageing, is harder to overcome.
Finally, a simple yet forceful observation speaks against the existence of an active set of gene-controlled mechanisms that serve specifically to cause ageing and death: if such mechanisms existed, they would be susceptible to inactivation by mutation. Yet among the many gene mutations that have been discovered that affect life span, often increasing it significantly, none has yet been found that abolishes ageing altogether. Indeed, all life-extension mutants reported to date age in broadly similar ways to the wild-type organism, merely later (and we clearly need to move beyond survival as the metric of interest). In this connection it is revealing that, in fact, there is often an evolutionary cost linked to mutations that extend life span. Competition experiments of long-lived nematode mutants versus wild-type nematodes showed that the long-lived strains were out-competed in terms of reproductive fitness and maximising survival [14, 15] . Further, the long life of some mouse mutants is environmentally modulated, with strains that are relatively long lived under optimal laboratory husbandry but shorter lived in less rigorous housing conditions. This is exemplified by the Snell dwarf mouse, originally reported as a progeroid (accelerated ageing) model when housed under conventional conditions in the early 1970s [16] , but later reported as a long-lived model when reared under more contemporary barrier housing conditions [17] .
Non-Adaptive Theories of Ageing
The key concept underpinning non-adaptive explanations for the evolution of ageing is the simple fact that, almost
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Current Biology Figure 1 . Patterns of age-related survival l(x) and reproduction b(x) for two contrasting populations. In population A, the mortality rate is constant at all ages, as is reproductive rate following maturation. In population B, mortality increases with age, while reproductive rate declines and finally ends altogether. The bottom graph shows, however, that in both cases the product l(x).b(x) follows a similar pattern, denoting the expected distribution of reproduction across the age range. For a given age t, the force of natural selection will be proportional to the fraction of the area under the curve for ages t and older (red shaded area). This will decline as t increases.
invariably, the force of natural selection declines with increasing age. Although Baudisch [18] has shown that there can be formulations of how natural selection acts over the life course that do not necessarily result in a declining force of selection, it remains true that, in the great majority of cases, the classical formulation by Hamilton [19] , Charlesworth [20] and others is broadly true. The two quantities that together determine the force of selection across the life course are the survival function l(x) and the fecundity function b(x), where x denotes age. Given the inevitability of some mortality, the product l(x).b(x) denoting the survival-weighted level of expected reproduction rate at age x has a finite integral across the age range, and the area under the curve to the right of the current age x represents that fraction of reproduction that remains in the future (Figure 1 ). Since the force of selection at age x is affected only by the fraction of reproduction that can be affected by differences in gene action at age x and beyond, the force of selection will show a monotonic decline from its maximum during the immature period to zero at ages when the remaining fraction of future reproduction is negligible. This is true whether or not the organism experiences intrinsic ageing, being a consequence only of mortality (see, for example, [21] for further explanation).
As a direct consequence of the declining force of selection with age, Medawar [22] suggested that mutations having late deleterious effects are subject to much weaker negative selection than equivalent mutations with early age-specific effects. For this reason, selection might act to delay the onset of such genes to ages where they would be effectively beyond the reach of selection, senescence being seen to be caused by this deleterious 'mutation accumulation' only in rare individuals that by chance survived to an exceptionally old age, or in protected populations (Figure 2 ). The idea was advanced further by Williams [23] , who suggested that, if the action of late-acting deleterious genes was beneficial in earlier life (a form of age-dependent 'antagonistic pleiotropy' then selection would actively favour the retention of the genes through positive selection for their beneficial properties, provided the adverse effects were experienced sufficiently late in life.
Although the mutation accumulation and antagonistic pleiotropy ideas have taken deep root in the literature on evolution of ageing, there is little positive evidence (and much contrary evidence) concerning the reality of mutation accumulation [24] , and there are still relatively few confirmed instances of individual genes that have definitely been shown to have antagonistic pleiotropy [25] of the kind proposed by Williams [23] . On the other hand, there is considerable evidence that phenotypic trade-offs are important for the evolution of ageing.
A natural source of trade-off within the life history arises from considering the problem of optimal resource allocation between different metabolic activities. In particular, the disposable soma theory [21, 26, 27] suggests that ageing results principally from limited evolutionary pressure to invest in mechanisms of somatic maintenance and repair. While high levels of repair (aided by selective elimination of defects) are required in the germ cell lineage in order to prevent generation-to-generation deterioration, it is only necessary to maintain somatic cells and tissues to a standard that will prevent premature decline, i.e. decline at an age when the organism still has a reasonable chance of having escaped extrinsic mortality. Once an organism reaches an age when survivorship in the wild is highly unlikely, the state of its somatic integrity, or otherwise, is inconsequential. Since, other things being equal, unnecessary investment in better somatic maintenance than is actually required will be to the detriment of either growth, or reproduction or other fitness-enhancing functions, the evolutionarily optimal investment in maintenance should be insufficient to secure somatic immortality, and ageing should occur through the gradual accumulation of unrepaired molecular and cellular damage [28] .
In general, the nature and role of trade-offs within life histories needs further study. In addition to the particular tradeoffs suggested by the disposable soma theory, there may be others that are important for ageing. Also, while it is understandable that there are more examples of phenotypic trade-offs than specific cases of antagonistic pleiotropy that have so far been traced down to the genetic level, the term 'antagonistic pleiotropy' has a specific meaning in terms of gene action and should not be used as a blanket term to cover the more general (and succinct) concept of trade-off.
Special Cases that Prove the Rules: Hydra, Semelparity and Menopause Species in which ageing either seems not to occur at all or, if it does, only very slowly are of considerable interest. One of the best examples of an organism in which evidence for intrinsic senescence is so far absent is Hydra [29] . Individual Hydra Figure 2 . How natural selection acts on genes affecting ageing and longevity. The curve shows the decline in force of natural selection across the age range. At high ages, the force of selection is effectively zero and there results a 'selection shadow' within which selection is no longer able to act against deleterious gene effects. Genes producing benefits may experience selection to bring forward the age at which these effects are realised (green arrow), whereas deleterious gene effects may be postponed (red arrow). Selection to invest in longevity-assurance mechanisms will tend to ensure that somatic systems do not fail until ages when the force of selection declines towards zero.
have remarkable capacity for regeneration and it seems likely that this fact, which points to the absence of a clear distinction between germ and somatic tissue, results from the extensive distribution of regenerative (germ) cells throughout the body. Other species showing negligible senescence, such as rockfish, show low levels of extrinsic mortality, continuing growth and increasing fecundity through life [30, 31] , all of which are predicted in the non-adaptive theories outlined above to be associated with extended longevity.
More challenging for the analysis of programmed versus non-programmed ageing are the various semelparous species, where the entire life cycle is geared towards maximizing success during the one and only bout of reproduction. The rapid deterioration of Pacific salmon after mating is a byproduct of a life history that has evolved to rely on a single bout of reproduction. The initial phases of a semelparous life history are devoted to growth and to acquiring the resources necessary for reproduction. Once the signal to reproduce is triggered, which may come from environmental/seasonal factors or internal maturation, all available resources are directed towards maximizing reproductive success, even if this leaves the adult so depleted or damaged that death ensues. Once a species has evolved to become semelparous, which is most likely to occur in an ecological niche where the chance of surviving to breed again would in any case be small, the necessity to preserve somatic tissues for post-reproductive adult survival is gone. Although the consequent death of the adult may sometimes be used directly to benefit its young [32] , for example, by providing a source of food, there is little evidence that semelparous organisms are actively destroyed once reproduction is complete; they tend simply to fall apart. Unquestionably, endocrine programming is involved in semelparous maturation and death. In Pacific salmon, removal of the gonads before reproduction results in significant extension of life span [33] . But, even in these cases, it is not the deterioration and death of the post-reproductive adult that is programmed, but the events associated with the act of reproduction. They are, in effect, extreme examples of the 'disposable soma'.
Interestingly, in iteroparous species (those capable of repeated reproduction) castration may also have effects on senescence, although this should not be considered as part of the evolved life history plan. There is some evidence that male castration reduces or removes the longevity disadvantage experienced by males in humans and some domesticated species [34, 35] . Elegant studies using germ cell ablation by direct or genetic methods have shown that, in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, germ cells exert significant effects on somatic ageing [36] . As with the studies in semelparous species, these experiments reveal not that the reproductive system actually programmes ageing per se but that the allocation of resources between reproduction and maintenance may be tuned to signals that take account of the organism's status with respect to its physiology and maturation.
The appeal of programmed ageing is often linked to the perceived lack of any biological utility in post-reproductive survival. One of the clearest cases of extended post-reproductive survival follows the human menopause, although most species exhibit some capacity for post-reproductive survival (e.g. see [37] ). In general, however, such post-reproductive survival is unlikely to be significant for evolution of ageing [38] . Firstly, as already noted, older organisms are relatively rare. Secondly, where senescence does occur in wild animals, it is likely that physiologically demanding functions such as reproduction should be among the earliest to fail. Thus, it is biologically unremarkable that some period of post-reproductive survival should be seen. The extended post-reproductive survival that is seen in laboratory animal strains is probably artifactual; intensive breeding across many generations is likely to have selected for unnaturally increased early fecundity leading to more rapid reproductive exhaustion than would occur in wild populations.
The really interesting question concerning post-reproductive life is whether the menopause, as seen in women, is an exceptional case of programmed ageing. When compared with other species, the human menopause happens unusually early in the life span [39, 40] , its proximate cause (as in other mammalian females) being the exhaustion of ovarian oocytes, accompanied by degenerative changes in reproduction-associated elements of the neuroendocrine system [41] . Two broad hypotheses have been advanced to explain menopause in terms of active selection for a period of postreproductive survival. These are founded on the extreme altriciality of human infants and on the extensive opportunities for intergenerational cooperation within kin groups [23, [42] [43] [44] . Given that maternal mortality increases with age and that maternal death will seriously compromise the survival of any existing dependent offspring, it appears to make sense to stop having more children when the risks outweigh the benefits. Nevertheless, Homo sapiens is unique in the extent to which kin assist in care and provisioning of young [44, 45] . Thus, an alternative theory is that menopause enhances fitness by producing post-reproductive grandmothers who can assist their adult offspring by sharing in the burden of provisioning and protecting their grandchildren. A further contribution to inclusive fitness may also be made within kin groups if post-reproductive women contribute similar support to the survival and reproduction of other relatives. Attempts to model the fitness benefits resulting from menopause mathematically in terms of either the maternal survival or grandmother hypotheses have shown, however, that the magnitude of the contributions from individual sources might have to be unrealistically high to make the necessary difference [46] [47] [48] . However, when the effects of menopause on maternal mortality and the grandmother contribution were combined, which is distinctively relevant for humans, there was an increase in fitness observed [48] . The demonstration that menopause can, in quantitative terms, result in enhanced fitness lends support to the idea that there may be something special about post-reproductive life in humans. However, rather than being the basis for human ageing itself to be programmed, menopause is grafted on top of an underlying ageing process that is itself non-adaptive.
Circumstances in which Ageing Might Be Adaptive As was recognised quite early in the literature on evolution of ageing, the fact that ageing is better explained in non-adaptive terms does not preclude the possible action of programmes in certain special cases [21] . The best candidates for such programming arise where there is spatial clustering of a population with limited dispersal and where space vacated by the death of an adult is likely to be occupied by its offspring or close kin. Libertini [49] and Travis [50] have both formulated mathematical models in which genetically programmed ageing and death appear to result from selection on life span in spatially structured models. Furthermore, based on an analysis of apoptotic events in yeast populations, Skulachev [51] has argued that programmed death of individual yeast cells might be adaptive in recycling cellular constituents to progeny and, at the same time, shortening the generation time and, hence, accelerating the turnover of generations. Such a mechanism might, he reasoned, enhance the probability of appearance of new traits when ambient conditions turned for the worse. If individual yeast cells are regarded as distinct organisms, the occurrence of individual apoptotic 'suicide' does not make obvious sense. However, when the yeast colony is considered as a 'super-organism', where close neighbours are likely to have a very high degree of genetic association, it seems reasonable that individual cells might undergo 'altruistic' apoptosis, just as damaged cells in a multicellular animal body undergo apoptosis or enter permanent cell-cycle arrest as part of an apparent tumour suppression process. There are, however, serious obstacles in the way of generalising from the special circumstances of yeast to other organisms.
The suggestion that ageing might accelerate the action of natural selection by promoting generational turnover [51, 52] is unlikely to extend to species in general. Evolutionary novelty is not necessarily advantageous since, in a stable environment, new mutations are much more likely to be deleterious than beneficial. Furthermore, for multicellular organisms it is doubtful whether limiting the average survival time of the adult is a factor in the rate of evolutionary change. Not only is selection on the rates of germ-line mutation and/ or recombination more likely to be important, but also the pace of generational succession is determined more by the age of reproductive maturity than by the life span. Killing off individuals by programming them to senesce therefore seems a sub-optimal way to secure the suggested benefit.
'Regulation' of Longevity Probably the strongest factor driving resurgence of interest in ideas of programmed ageing has been the discovery of genetic pathways influencing longevity in model organisms [7, 53] . If genes have big effects on life span, surely it makes sense to think that these genes actually programme the ageing process. This is incorrect. What the discoveries of these gene pathways have indicated repeatedly is that organisms have evolved the capacity to sense features of the environment and adjust their metabolism accordingly. This makes perfect sense within the context of the nonadaptive theories of ageing [54] but offers no support for ideas of programmed ageing. Indeed, it has been clearly shown that the downstream effects of genes within the insulin signalling, TOR, and FOXO pathways are to modulate the activities of very large numbers of genes involved in diverse aspects of somatic maintenance and repair. If the higher level genes were there to programme ageing, it seems highly unlikely that such a diffuse set of effector mechanisms would have been used. On the other hand, organisms subject to unpredictable environments are likely to gain an evolutionary advantage by having evolved a small number of master regulators of metabolic resource allocation, so that the activities of pathways involved in growth, maintenance and reproduction can be regulated to best effect according to the quality of the environment.
Regulation of longevity through nutrient-sensing and other pathways confers genetic modification of longevity which does not require genes for ageing. What is regulated, or indeed programmed, is the setting of the levels of survival functions (DNA repair, antioxidant defences, etc.). The conclusion that this level of regulation does not in fact programme the death of the organism is revealed tellingly by the extraordinary inter-individual differences in the actual ages at death of individuals within isogenic populations [55, 56] . Indeed, those who favour the idea of a programme for ageing and death face a tough challenge to explain why such a programme should work in the generally haphazard and protracted way that characterises the normal process of senescence.
Modulation of longevity through varying investments in maintenance is also important for understanding the differences in life span among castes of ants, bees and other social organisms. A striking example of such plasticity in life span is seen in honeybee workers, which display a temporal division of labour where young worker bees (or 'hive bees') perform tasks within the brood nest, and older worker bees forage for nectar, pollen propolis and water. When bees switch from the hive bee to the forager stage, their cellular defence machinery is downregulated by a dramatic reduction in the number of functioning haemocytes (immunocytes), involving the yolk precursor vitellogenin in a regulatory pathway that controls the observed decline in somatic maintenance function of honeybee foragers [57] . In this example, senescence of the honeybee worker is under social control, the 'programme' in fact modulating the underlying general non-adaptive mechanisms by which the bees age.
The Fallacy of Age-Regulated Genes Allied to the confusion that currently seems to exist about whether the regulatory pathways considered above point to a 'programme' for ageing is the loose terminology that is applied to genes whose expression alters with age. The relative ease with which gene expression arrays can be used to screen changes in transcription with age has led to the widespread use of terms such as 'age regulation' of genes. This terminology suggests there is some underlying ageing 'clock' by which the genes' expression is set. In fact, it is very hard to see what kind of clock of ageing there might be, other than the damage and related responses that fundamentally drive the ageing process. When genes are seen to be altered in expression, it is not 'age' per se to which they are responding but 'state'. An accumulation of DNA damage, for instance, may induce higher expression of genes associated with the relevant DNA damage response [58] . Similarly, accumulation of protein defects, such as protease-resistant aggregates, is likely to result in altered expression of genes associated with protein turnover. In progeroid transgenic mice, where accelerated ageing has been engineered by introducing a defect in DNA repair machinery, the 'clock' of ageing, i.e. the rate of accumulation of DNA damage, is greatly accelerated, to which the animals respond by enhancing expression of genes that act to try to cope with the damage through maintenance and repair [59] . By shifting the focus from age regulation to state regulation, the capacity to understand and intervene in the changes that occur with age will be enhanced.
Conclusions
There is, it must be acknowledged, an instinctive attraction to the idea that ageing is programmed. Ageing is widespread across species and applies universally to all individuals within a species in which it is observed. There is also reproducibility about changes that occur with ageing, although close consideration reveals huge inter-individual differences that are hard to reconcile with any strict form of programmed control. But to hold to the idea that ageing is programmed, in the face of the evolutionary logic and experimental evidence to the contrary, is as unpromising a scientific stance as to continue to assert that the sun orbits the earth.
There are, theoretically, special circumstances in which a case for adaptive ageing might exist. Such cases require exceptional factors to be operative, however, and the challenge therefore exists for those interested in such cases to gather the hard evidence in justification of an adaptive role. It is not enough merely to suggest that, because programmed ageing/death might exist, for example, in yeast, there should operate a similar mechanism in higher animals [60] .
The major advances in understanding factors influencing longevity -such as co-ordinate regulation of metabolism and stress responses affecting life span by hormones and other regulatory factors (e.g. [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] ), the influences of early life experiences on health and life span [66] , the impacts of cellular damage on mechanisms of cellular senescence, including adaptations to secure tumour suppression [67, 68] , and the effects of epigenetic modulation [69] -are all readily compatible with the non-adaptive explanation of ageing.
Finally, by recognising that genes cannot easily 'tell the time' (the exceptions being genes involved in circadian and other rhythms where external cues and/or cyclical accumulations of metabolites may provide the signal), we can see why we need to be very careful about ascribing regulation or programming to mechanisms we have not as yet identified. This applies even to the Medawar concept of late-acting deleterious genes. As pointed out in an earlier review [26] , Medawar's concept was logically incomplete, for how would a gene's time of expression (early or late in the lifetime of an adult) be controlled if there were no underlying process of age-related change to which its control of expression could be referred. There are indications also that Williams' idea of antagonistic pleiotropy -that bad things happen late in life through continued expression of genes that are good in early life -is sometimes used to sustain crypto-programmatic suggestions. Thus, for example, Budovskaya et al. [7] interpreted their discovery that the expression of the genes elt-5 and elt-6 increased during normal ageing in nematodes by claiming that their observations ''identify a transcriptional circuit that guides the rapid aging process in C. elegans and indicate that this circuit is driven by drift of developmental pathways rather than accumulation of damage.'' The flaw in this assertion is that it hints at an evolutionary logic while in fact proposing a causal framework of such vagueness that it is essentially untestable. Only by stronger efforts to couple the discovery of genetic features associated with ageing with the rigorous framework of evolutionary life history theory will the necessary links be forged.
